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Golf
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tions in their chosen profession. These programs
include independent
institutions and universities, and those that
eventually lead to a Class A golf professional certification. Golf instruction involves the teaching
and learning of the game of golf. Proficiency in
teaching golf instruction requires not only technical and physical ability, but also knowledge of
the rules and etiquette of the game.
The majority of professional golfers work as club
or teaching professionals (pros), and only compete in local competitions. A small elite of professional golfers are “tournament pros” who compete full time on international “tours”.
Many club and teaching professionals working
in the golf industry start as caddies or a general
interest in the game, finding employment at golf
courses and eventually moving on to certifica-
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In some countries, golf
instruction is best performed by teachers certified by the Professional Golfers Association.
Some top instructors
who work with professional golfers have become quite well-known
in their own right. Instructors use a combination of physical
conditioning, mental
visualization, classroom
sessions, club fitting,
driving range instruction, on-course play under real conditions, and
review of videotaped
swings in slow motion
to teach golf.
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A golf course consists
of a series of holes, each
with a teeing area that
is set off by two markers
showing the bounds of
the legal tee area, fairway, rough and other
hazards, and the putting green surrounded
by the fringe with the
pin (flagstick) and cup.
Different levels of grass
are varied to increase
difficulty, or to allow for
putting in the case of
the green.
While many holes are
designed with a direct
line-of-sight from the
tee-off point to the
green, some of the
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holes may bend, either to the left or to
the right.
This is called a “dogleg”, in reference to a
dog’s knee. The hole
is called a “dogleg
left” if the hole angles
leftwards and vice
versa; sometimes, a
hole’s direction can
bend twice and is
called a “double dogleg”. A typical golf
course consists of 18
holes but nine hole
courses are common
and can be played
twice through for 18
holes.
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